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The completeness of a Banach space is frequently employed through a 
technique which has been formalized in a result known as the Lifshitz lemma[3,4] 
which asserts that for certain convex sets the core and the topological interior 
are the same. In Section 1 we give a generalization of this principle. This is 
formulated in terms of distances as measured from a fixed convex set A by means 
of directions determined by a collection g = {B,),a, , called a gauge fumi@ 
(precise definitions below). As a corollary we give conditions guaranteeing the 
sum of two closed convex sets is itself closed. 
In Section 2 we apply this principle to the approximation problem of deter- 
mining the inf{f(x - a): a E A). Here A is a given closed convex wedge or 
subspace and f is the gauge function of a closed and bounded convex set. In 
standard convexity theory terminology the problem is that of finding the value 
of the infinal convolution off with the indicator of A at the point x [6]. The 
difficulty is that the convolution need not be a lower-semicontinuous convex 
function. This means the solution value to the corresponding dual problem 
(introduced in Section 2) may be smaller than the value sought. The result of 
Section 1 provides criteria for equality of the solution value and the dual solution 
value. The use of duality and geometry in this area is well established (cf. [2, 3, 
71) and we make extensive use of these methods. 
In Section 3 we apply the result of Section 1 concerning the closure of sums 
of sets to get sufficient conditions for existence of best approximations to x in 1-I 
via the gaugef. This is also formulated in terms of existence of gauge preserving 
extensions of weak*-continuous functionals on a weak* closed subspace of the 
dual space. Similarly, the existence of monotonic extensions of weak*-continuous 
nonnegative functionals is discussed (cf. [l]). 
A second major technique based on completeness concerns the existence of 
support points and support functionals for closed convex sets-this constitutes 
the Bishop-Phelps theory [5, 31. In Section 4 we investigate this application 
of completeness from the point of view of the preceding sectigns. We prove 
the existence of support points in A arbitrarily close to a solution for 
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inf(f(x - a): a E A} and support functionals in E* arbitrarily close to solutions 
for the dual problem. The usual Bishop-Phelps theorems are shown to be 
consequences of this. 
1 
Let E be a Banach space and let E, denote the closed ball of radius Y. 
DEFINITION. A collection 9 = (Br}720 of nonempty convex sets in E is 
called a gauge family if C”= 12 r r,, = r,, implies C b, = b, E B’, whenever each 
b,~Br,. We call g a pre-gauge family if C b, E BTO whenever the series con- 
verges. 
The prototype for this notion is the family generated by a closed bounded 
convex B with B, = YB. If B is unbounded the resulting collection is a pre- 
gauge family. 4 
We define the distance of a point x from A via SJ by 
d(x) = inf{r > 0: x E A + B7} 
and the approximate distance by 
a(x) = inf{r > 0: x E (A + B,)-}. 
Let D denote the domain of 2, i.e., D = {x: a(x) < co}. Finally, let pA(x) = 
inf{r: x E A + E,.) be the usual distance from x to A. 
THEOREM 1.1. If 9 is a gauge family, or if A = {0} and 39 is a pre-gauge 
family, such that 
(i) D-B,.CDforeachr>O,and 
(ii) there is an ti > 0 such that d(x) < ap(x) for all x E D, then d = a. 
Proof. Clearly a < d. Let a(%,) < r,, < Y and choose a series ~~=I r, of 
positive numbers with rl > r,, and sum less than Y. Since a&,) < r, we can 
choose 0 < sr < r, with 
x0 = al + 4 + z1 , alEA, 4 E Bsl and II Zl II -=I ~i?b 
By (i) x0 - b, E D and p(x,, - 6,) < j] aI 11 implies by (ii) that $x0 - bI) < r2 . 
Continuing by induction we get sequence (b,), (a,), and (an) such that each 
a, E A; each b, E B,- with 0 < s, < r, , (1 a, /I < Y&CL, and x0 = a, + 
C;=l kc + z, . Thus we have 
f b,E&, where s=p,<p,<r 
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and, since ji z, \/ ---f 0, (aa) converges to a E A. Thus x,, = a + b and SO d(xs) ~2:; 
s < r. If A = (0) the series C b, must converge (to x,,) and the conclusion again 
follows. 
A slight strengthening of (ii) allows us to conclude that the domain 
D = u (A + B,)- is itself a closed set-a fact which is useful in the applications 
which follow. 
COROLLARY 1.2. lj in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 a(~) < : 
ap(x) Vr E D then D = ur>0 (4 + B,). 
Proof. If .X E B then a(x) < CLP(X) < co and hence d(.v) ~‘1 CO. 
We now collect some examples of gauge families. 
(I) If B is convex and C X,B C B whenever the sum on the left exists for 
2 An = 1 (h, > 0) then B, = rB is a pre-gauge family. Such a B has been termed 
ideally conzlex (see, e.g., [3]). Similarly, if the sums on the left always exist (we 
say B is strongly convex in this case) the result is a gauge family. If B is closed 
then B is ideally convex and we get a pre-gauge. If, in addition, B is bounded, 
then B is strongly convex and we get a gauge family. 
(2) If B’ and B” are strongly convex then so is either B’ f B” or 
co(B’ u B”). If B’ is strongly convex and B” is ideally convex then B’ $ B” and 
co(B’ u B”) are ideally convex. 
(3) If (BT)r)O is a gauge family and P is a closed wedge then (P n Br),.20 
is a gauge family. 
(4) If F is a bounded afline map between Banach spaces, then F takes 
gauge families to gauge families. 
A useful fact in Banach spaces is that for ideally convex sets B, int B = core B. 
This fact (the Lifshitz Lemma, (see, e.g., [3, p. 1391)) together with (4) yields 
the standard Open Mapping Theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Ij B is ideally convex then core B = int B. 
Proof. If core B # 4 then containment in int B follows from the Baire 
Category Theorem. If 0 E int B then we can apply Theorem 1.1 with A = {O: . 
Since D = E and a is in fact equivalent to jJ . jj ,we get d is equivalent to I; . 
Thus core B = {x: d(x) < I> = {x: Z(X) < l> = int B. 
2 
We now take up the case where the gauge family is generated by a closed 
bounded convex B containing 0. If f is the Minkowski Gauge of B then f is convex, 
lower-semicontinuous (lsc), positive homogeneous with values in the extended 
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nonnegative reals. Each B, = rB = {x:f(x) < r}. We consider the approxima- 
tion theory problem, P,: Find inf(f(x - a): a E A}. We write inf[f(x - A)] for 
short. We shall assume throughout this section that A is a closed convex wedge 
(rA CA for all r > 0). 
The set of x such that the solution value to P, is finite is called the s&&e 
domain and equals (Jr>,, (A + B,), which is A + (J B, , since A is a wedge, 
We denote the polar of a set C by C” = (x* E E*: (x, x*) < 1 for all x E C}. 
If C is a wedge then C” = {x*: x* < 0 on C>. If C is a subspacc we write 
C” = Cl. Finally, we note that if B = {x: f(x) < 1) then B” = {x*: x* <f} and 
that f is the support function of B”, i.e., 
f(x) = sup{(x, x*>: x* <f}. 
We consider also the problem p,: Find the limit as E J 0 of inf[f (U,(x) - A)] 
where U,(x) = {y: l/y - x 11 < e}. 
The solution value of pz is significant because it equals the solution to the dual 
problem (introduced below). Our objective is twofold: First we give conditions 
for P, and P, to have the same solution value so that duality methods may be 
applied; second, we give conditions for P, to have a solution a E A, i.e., a best 
approximation in A to x via f. 
Let 6, be the indicator function of A (zero on A and + co on the complement 
of A). The injnal convolution of f and 6, is defined by f 0 8,(x) = 
inf{f(x - y) + 6,(y): y E E}. Th e connection with the functions d and 2 of 
Section I is made explicit in the next proposition. We omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (1) The solution value of P, = d(x) = (f 0 S,) (x). 
(2) The so&ion value of p, = C?(X) = cl(f 0 6,) (x). (Here cl(f 0 8,) denotes 
the largest Isc minorant off 0 6, .) 
DEFINITION. If x* E A” we write x* < O(A). The dual problem to P, is 
P,*: Find sup{(x, x*): x* ,< f and x* < O(A)} & p(x). 
THEOREM 2.2. The solution value of P, equals the solution value of P,“. 
Proof. If a(x) > Y 3 0 then x $ (A + B,)- so that, by the bipolar theorem, 
x # (A + B,)““. This implies there exists x* E E* such that (x, x*) > 1 > 
sup{(y, x*): y E A + B,). Hence x* < O(A) and x* < 1 on B, gives TX* <f. 
Hence (x, rx*) > r and so p(x) > a(x). If a(x) < r then x E (A + B,)- gives 
x < 1 on (A + B,)” = A” n (B,)” = (I/r) (A” n B”). Hence p(x) < Y, giving 
P(X) = w- 
DEFINITION. If C and D are convex sets in E and E*, respectively, we say 
x E C and x* E D form a support pair for C and D if x attains its maximum on D 
at x* and x* attains its maximum on C at x. 
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The existence of a solution x0* to the dual problem P,* is easily characterized. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let d(x) < s and let s -= (x, x0*). The following are equivalent: 
(4 x0* is a solution to Pa*, 
(b) x and x0* form a support pair for (A + B,V)- and fx*: x” ‘-c 0(=1), 
%X.c- t f 12 ,, 
(c) x0* separates A and x + B, . (The supremum of x,,* on .4 is less than or 
equal to its injimum on x + B, .) 
We now invoke Theorem 1.1 to give conditions for the solution values of P,. 
and P,* to be the same. We note that if x is in the solvable domain D of i?,? then 
a(x) < Y, which means there exist y arbitrarily close to x and a (dependent on y) 
in A such that j(y - a) < r. 
THEOREM 2.4. If there is an 01 > 0 such that for any s E D 
(i) d(x -- y) < HJ whenever f(y) < co, 
(ii) // .t -~ a 11 < r for some a E A implies d(x) .< OIY, then d(x) = d(x). 
For the purpose of applications we note that the hypothesis D --. B C D ((i) in 
Theorems 1 .l and 2.4) is automatically satisfied whenever lJra,, B, is a subspace. 
If in addition il is a subspace the equality of d and 2 can be recast as a result about 
the existence of “almost” gauge-preserving extensions. To see this let 32 denote 
the weak* closed annihilator subspace Al in E*. 
Let g(s) be the gauge of x I,,, that is, 
g(x) = sup{(x, x*): x* E M and X* <-ft. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a subspace in E with M == A1 and let f be a lsc gauge 
with domain a subspace. Let a > 0 be such that d(x) < apA for x with d(x) < S. 
Then each x0 weak*-continuous on M with g(x) < P has a weak”-continuous exten- 
sion x g E with f(x) < r. 
Proof. ,4 straightforward application of the separation theorem yields an 
extension y E E. Since g(y) < r the bipolar theorem gives d(y) < Y. The hypo- 
theses guarantee that J(y) = d(y) < r. Thus there is an a E A with f( y - a) < r. 
If x = y - a then x = y on M and is the desired extension. 
This same approach leads to a result concerning existence of weak*-continuous 
monotonic extensions. Let the domain off be a subspace N and let E be ordered 
by the cIosed convex cone A. The dual cone (and ordering) is A* = [.Y’“: x* 1,: 0 
on A) = ---~,4”. If x > 0 on A* n N’- we say x > 0 on N’-. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 01 > 0 be such that d(x) < apJx)for x with d(x) < a. Jf 
d(x,) < CQ then x,, > 0 on N-L and there exists x > 0 in E such that x = x0 on X:‘. 
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Proof. We have x0 E (A + B,)- f or some r < 00 and hence x0 is bounded 
above on A” n B”. Since A” = -A* and NL C B” we have x0 > 0 on NJ-. 
Since d(x,,) = &x0) < co we have x0 E A + B, so that x0 = x + y with x E A 
andyEN.Thusx>OinEandx-xx,ENimpliesx=xOonN-L. 
3 
Corollary 1.2 can be invoked to yield criteria for the existence of a solution 
to P, . If both P, and P,* have solutions then Theorem 2.3 yields the following 
equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.1. The problem P, has a solution a,, E A and P,* has a solution 
x0* if and only if f(x - a,,) = (x, x0*). 
If the set A + B is closed (in which case A + B, is closed for all r >, 0), then 
clearly d(x) = d(x). Thus J(x) = s < co implies x = a, + y where a, E A and 
f(y) = S. Then a, is a best approximation in A to x via f. In order to apply 
Corollary 1.2 we must reverse the roles of A and B. We introduce the gauge 
family &’ generated by A, = (a E A: )/ a 11 < l} and we fix B. Now let 6,s be the 
respective distance functions to B via &‘. Let d = (J,.>s (B + A,)-. Then 
d = (B + A)-. 
THEOREM 3.2. If there is an 01 > 0 such that for each x Ed 
(i) z-aaEdforallaEA,and 
(ii) if y E B with )I x - y )/ < r implies 8(z) < cyr then B + A is closed. 
In particular, for each element x such that z(x) < co there is a best approximation 
to x in A viaf. 
As noted below Theorem 2.4, if the domain of the gauge (in this case A) is a 
subspace then (i) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be a closed subspace and B = {x: f (x) ,( I}. Let 01 > 0 
be such that z E (B + A,,)- whenever 1) z - y )/ < rfor some y E B. Then d(x) < 03 
implies x has a best approximation in A via f. 
Again, as in Theorem 2.5, this can be formulated in terms of weak*-continuous 
extensions. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A and B be as in Corollary 3.3. If x0* is a weak*- 
continuous functional on Al with sup((x,, x*): x* E Al and x* <f} = s then x0 
has a weah*-continuous extension x E E with f (x) = s. 
Corollary 1.2 can also be applied to obtain a refinement of Theorem 2.6. 
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We let E be ordered by the closed cone P and let N be a closed subspace with 
M = N-L in E*. Our gauge in this setup is generated by B = {x E P: (j x [I < 1) so 
that 
a(x) = inf{r: x E (N + B,)-). 
THEOREM 3.5. If there is an 01 > 0 such that C?(X) < afiN for all 
x f (N + P)- then each x0 weak*-continuous and >/O on M extends to x E P. 
Proof. If y is any weak*-continuous extension of x0 in E then y > 0 on M 
means y 20 on MnP*. Hence, using the bipolar theorem, we have 
y E (N + P)- which equals N + P by Corollary 1.2. Thus y = z $ r; z E N, 
x~P.Thusx=y=x,,onM. 
4 
In this section we develop a variant of the Bishop-Phelps theory concerning 
existence of support points. Maintaining the notation of the previous sections, 
we show that for a continuous gauge f there are support points a E A such that 
f(x - a) is arbitrarily close to inff(x - A). We now take B to be a closed 
bounded convex body so that f is equivalent to the norm on E. Let f” be the dual 
gauge (on B”) so that 
f”(x*) = sup((x, x*): x E B}. 
DEFINITION. If C is convex and x 6 C let CX = conv(C u {x}). For C C E(E*) 
and y B E*(E) let C, = (x E C: (x, y) < l}. 
The duality rules concerning these sets are easily derived from the bipolar 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If B is a closed bounded convex set with 0 E int B and x E E, 
x* E E* withf(x) > 1 and f’(x*) > 1 then 
(a) VW = (B%, 
(b) (BJ’ = (B”)“*. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let B, x and x+ be as in Proposition 4.1. 
(4 If Y E 13% then f b - 4 G [(f(x) + l>Kf (4 - 111 (f(x) --f(y)). 
(b) Ify* < 1 on B,, , then 
f”(Y* - x*> G Km*) + ~Y(f”(~*) - 1)l cm*) -f”(Y*N. 
Proof. Since y=(l-A)x+Ab, bEB, and O<A<l, we have 
?(y) < (1 - X)f(x) + Af(b) < (1 - A>f(x) + A. Hence 
h d [f(x> - f (YMf(4 - 11. 
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Now y - x = A@ - X) so that f(y - X) < A(1 +f(~)). Thus (a) follows and 
(b) also from the duality rules of Proposition 4.1. 
It is useful to have a duality concept for closed convex sets A disjoint from 
{O}. To this end we define the antipolar, a, by A = {x*: (x, x*) > 1 for all 
XEA}. 
For A C E*, a C E is defined analogously. The pair x E A, x* E A form a 
support pair if (x, x*) = 1. The pertinent “anti” bipolar theory is summed up 
below. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 0 4 A, a closed convex set. Then 
(a) A* is a nonempty weak* closed convex set in E*, 
(b) O$AandMCdforallh> 1, 
Cc) @)- = Um ~4. (l”h e right side is closed since 0 # A.) 
(d) If x, x* form a support pair fog (A-)^ and AA then x E A and they are a 
support pair for A and A*. 
If 0 # A we write p(A) = %(A) = inf f (A). Hence for x $ A, d(x) = 
p(x - A). If d(x) = Y > 0 we can introduce a dual problem, namely, find 
inf{f “(a*): a* E (x - A)^}. The dual problem has the solution value l/r and 
(by separating rB and x - A) has a solution a,* E (x - A)^. We shall show that 
if a,, E A andf(x - a,) is close to d(x) then there is a support pair x - a, a* for 
x - A and (x - A)^ with f(u - a,) small. Dually, if a,,* E (x - A)^ and 
f”(a,*) is close to l/d(x) then there is a support pair with f”(a* - a**) small. 
In the following theorem, sets of the type B” play the role of Bishop-Phelps 
“support cones.” 
THEOREM 4.4. If pB(A) > 1 and a, E A then there exists a E A n B”o such 
that A TS Ba = {a}. There exists a* E A* such that a, a* fmm a support pair for 
A, a. 
Proof. Let A, = A n B% and r,, = p(A,) = inff (A,). We construct by 
induction a sequence (a,) in A such that 
and 
a,,, E A, 2 A n B”n; in = PFL); 
r, <ff(a,+d < r,(l + P+l)- 
Since (A,) is decreasing the sequence (Y=) is increasing and bounded above by 
f(a,). By Lemma 4.2 (f (a,)) is decreasing and 
fh+l - a,> G Nf (aO) + l)l(~W - I>1 (yn-~Pn>. 
Thus (a,) is Cauchy and if a = lim a, then f(a) = limf(an) = r = lim r, . 
IfyEAr\Ba thenf(y) < r. But y E A, implies f(y) > rn so that f(y) = r = 
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f(u) and hence (by Lemma 4.2) y = a. The separation theorem yields the 
support functional a*. 
THEOREM 4.5. Given r, E > 0 there exists S > 0 such that if d(x) =y, and 
fb - 4 < 7 + S there is a support pair x - a, a* for x - A, A with 
“quo - a) < c. 
Proof. Take A’ = A - s, B’ = olB (with 0 < 01 < Y) and corresponding 
gauge .f’ = f/a Then p’(A’) = ~/a > 1. If a,’ = x - a, then Theorem 4.4 
yields a’ = x - a such that x - a, a* form a support pair and a’ E (B’)%‘. 
Now r/a <f’(ai) < (r + S)/ 01 so that a computation based on Lemma 4.2 
gives f(u,) - a) < E if S < [(r - a)/(r + 01 4 1)] F. 
LEMMA 4.6. LetpB(A) = r with 1 < r < 2 and let a,* E A withf”(a,*) < 1. 
Then there is a support pair a, a” for A, a such that 
f”(a* - uo*) < 5(r - 1). 
Proof. We have 1 <f”(ra,*) < r. Let C = (tB) n {a: (a, ya,,*) < 1) for 
some t > 1. Then p,(A) >, r and so Theorem 4.4 yields a support pair with 
a*<lonC.NowforanyaEA, 
1 :< (a, u*) <f(a)f”(a*) < rf “(a*) so that f”(a*) > l/v. 
If g is the gauge for tB then g = f/t and g” = tf”. Thus Lemma 4.2b gives 
na* - Tao*) < [tg”(rao*) + l)/(g”(~a~~*) - ]>Ik”b+ao*) -go@+% 
Hence f”(a* - ra,*) < [(tr + l)/(t - 1)] (r - I/r) < 3(r - 1). Thus 
f”(a* - a,*) < 3(r - 1) + (r - l)f”(a,*) < 5(r - 1). 
THEOREM 4.7. Given r, F > 0 there exists S > 0 such that ;f d(x) = r and 
a,* E (x - A)^ with f ‘(aO*) < l/y + S then there is a support pair a - x, a* for 
x - A, (x - A)” with f”(a* - a,*) < E. 
Proof. Let A’ = x - A, B’ = CYB (0 < oi < Y) with gauge g. As above, 
p’(A’) = r/a andg”(a,*) < a/r + 016. If we take 01 such that 5(r - OL)/C? < E and 
S such that c+ + OHS < 1 then Lemma 4.6 applies to give a support pair with 
g”(a* - ao*) < 5(r/a - 1). Hence, since g” = &‘, f’(a* - a,*) =C 
5(r - a)/2 < E. 
The standard versions of the Bishop-Phelps theorems follow from Theorem 
4.5 and 4.7 with the aid of the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Given S > 0 and a, E: A, a* E E* with f”(a*) = 1, 
sup a*(A) = 01 < 00, and (a,, a*) 3 01 - 6, then there exists x E E such that 
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(a) d(x) = r; 1 - 26 < r < 1, 
(b) f(x - aa> ,< r + 2% 
(4 if a,* = a*/(1 - 26) then a* E (LC - A)* and f’(a,*) < I/Y + 
26/( 1 - 28). 
Proof. Choose x1 withf(x,) = 1 and (x1, a*) > 1 - 6 and let x = x1 + a,, .
Then for any a E A, 
f(x - a) > (x - a, a*) = (Xl ) a*) + (a0 - a, a*) > 1 - 2s 
so that (a) and (b) follow, This also shows inf a*(x - A) > 1 - 26 so that (c) 
holds as well. 
COROLLARY 4.9 (Bishop-Phelps theorems). Giwen l > 0 then 
(4 if aa* is bounded above on A there is a support functional a* with 
f”(a* - aa*) < E; 
(b) if a, is in the boundary of A there is a support point a with f (a,, - a) < E. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Proposition 4.8~ and Theorem 4.7. For (b), 
choose x1 E E\A with f(xI - q,) < S. Separate by a* with f “(a*) = 1 and 
sup*(A) -=c (x1, a*). Then 
s >f(% - a,) 3 (XI - a,, a*> > cx - (a,, u*>. 
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